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Abstrat
We ontinue our studies of spherially symmetri self-similar solutions
in the SU(2) sigma model oupled to gravity. For some values of the
oupling onstant we present numerial evidene for the haoti solution
and the fratal threshold behavior. We explain this phenomenon in terms
of horseshoe-like dynamis and heterolini intersetions.
1 Introdution
This is the fourth paper in a series aimed at understanding of the struture of
the self-similar spherially symmetri wave maps oupled to gravity. In the rst
two papers [1, 2℄ it was shown that for the oupling onstant α < 1
2
there exists
a ountable family of solutions that are analyti below the past light one of
the entral singularity. It was also shown that there are two generi types of
solutions beyond the past light one. The threshold between these two generi
types resembles many aspets of ritial phenomenon and has been studied in
[3℄ for the oupling onstant α < 0.426. It was found that for this oupling the
threshold solutions are the periodi solutions. Now, we extend studies of the
threshold solutions for larger oupling onstant and examine the struture of
the bifurations in this parameter. This artile is mathematially self-ontained
but for physial bakground we refer the reader to [1, 4℄.
2 Setting the problem
Under the assumption of spherial symmetry and self-similarity the Einstein's
equations with wave map matter redue to a system of autonomous equations [1℄
∗
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W ′ = −1 + α(1 −W 2)F ′2, (1)
A′ = −2αAWF ′2, (2)
(AF ′)′ =
sin(2F )
W 2 − 1
, (3)
subjet to the onstraint
1−A− 2α sin2(F ) + αAF ′2(W 2 − 1) = 0. (4)
Physially the funtions W and A parameterize the metri and the funtion F
parameterizes the orotational wave map. α stands for a dimensionless oupling
onstant (α = 0 orresponds to no gravity). We are interested in solutions of
(14) starting at x0 (we hoose x0 = 0) with the following initial onditions
W (0) = 1, A(0) = 1− 2α, F (0) = π
2
, F ′(0) = b
(5)
where b is a free parameter (sine the system has reetion symmetry F → −F
we an take b > 0 without loss of generality). Solving (4) for A and using
a new variable D = F ′ we rewrite equations (13) as the three dimensional,
autonomous, rst order system (α < 1
2
)
W ′ = −1 + α(1 −W 2)D2, (6)
D′ = 2αWD3 +
sin(2F )
−1 + 2αsin(F )2
(
αD2 +
1
1−W 2
)
, (7)
F ′ = D. (8)
with the initial onditions
W (0) = 1, D(0) = b, F (0) = π
2
.
(9)
In the following we will refer to solutions of (68) satisfying the initial onditions
(9) as b − orbits. It was shown in [2℄ that for α ∈ [0, 1
2
) b − orbits exist loally
and are analyti in b and x.
3 Types of solutions
It was shown in [1℄ that for small values of b the b − orbits exist up to the
future light one (W = −1) of entral singularity, while for large values of b the
b−orbits develop a sort of singular apparent horizon beyond whih they annot
be ontinued (W = +1). These two types of solutions, all them type A and
type B solutions, respetively, an be shown to form open sets [3℄. Hene, there
must exists solutions whih are not type A or B, all them type C solutions.
For a given α there exists a ritial value b∗(α) suh that solutions with b < b∗
are of type A, solutions with b > b∗ are of type B, and the solutions with b = b∗
2
is of type C; in other words, we have a bistable behavior with two generi nal
states A (W = −1) and B (W = +1), and the separatrix C (|W | < 1 for all
x). We use the same terminology to distinguish attrators A (W = −1) and B
(W = +1).
It was shown in [3℄ that type C solutions are asymptotially periodi for
α < 0.426. We will show in this paper that this remains valid for α > 0.482.
However, we will also show that for α ∈ (0.426, 0.482) (approximately) the
transition between types A and B does not our at a single point but in a
narrow interval (b∗
min
, b∗max) and the behavior of type C solutions is haoti.
This haoti behavior is the main point of our interest.
4 Type C solutions
Numerial data show that for general initial onditions the whole phase spae
ontains two basin sets (of attrators A and B) separated by a two dimensional
surfae. Type C solutions lay in this ritial surfae. In other words all initial
points in the ritial surfae give type C solutions. The ritial surfae is an
invariant submanifold.
We are espeially interested in asymptoti struture of type C solutions.
Hereafter we will skip initial part of C solutions to simplify all gures. Let
us all our asymptoti struture C-attrator. In fat, it is the attrator of
odimension one (two stable and one unstable diretions). The struture of
C-attrator for α < 0.426 has been found in [3℄ it is the periodi solution. In
other words, b−orbits starting lose to the ritial b∗ follow periodi C-attrator
for some time and then run towards A or B attrator (see gure 1).
5 The bifuration diagram
Let us onsider the initial urve in the form (9). For eah α, using the bisetion
proedure, we an nd a ritial values of b∗ parameter whih determine inter-
setion of the initial urve with ritial surfae (gure 2). It has been noted in
[1℄ that for large values of α ∼ 0.43, b∗(α) is not a single point but there is a
struture hidden in a narrow interval (b∗min(α), b
∗
max(α)). The solutions here
are sensitive to initial onditions innitesimally small hange of b parameter an
result in a ompletely dierent nal state. We have onrmed these numerial
results. Sine the magnitude of interval (b∗min(α), b
∗
max(α)) is of order 10
−9
we used quadruple mahine preision. In addition, the initial onditions (9) are
given at a singular point. We are interested only in asymptoti struture of type
C solutions so it is more onvenient to reformulate initial urve to start diretly
from C-attrator
W (0) = 0, D(0) = c, F (0) = 0,
(10)
where c is a funtion of b suh that |c∗max − c
∗
min| >> |b
∗
max − b
∗
min|. The
funtion c(α) is qualitatively similar to b(α) but now at α approximately equal
to 0.426 we an resolve better the new struture in the diagram (gure 3). This
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is a bifuration point. Numerial results suggest that this new struture is self-
similar (gures 3, 4, 5) so for eah α we have innitely many ritial points.
This suggests that the basin boundary is fratal.
There is not enough numerial data to alulate the fratal dimension from
the denition but the phenomenon of fratal basin boundaries is well known so
we have another tools to do this. We use the proedure suggested in [5℄ whih
goes as follows.
We all a point ǫ-unertain if perturbations with ǫ≪ 1 in opposite diretions
give points whih belong to dierent basin sets. It was shown in [5℄ that the
number of unertain points in the phase spae f sales as
f(ǫ) ∼ ǫa. (11)
Therefore, in the limit we have
lim
ǫ→0
ln f(ǫ)
ln ǫ
= a. (12)
It was shown in [5℄ that the unertainty exponent a is related to the apaity
dimension d in D dimensional phase spae by the formula
d = D − a. (13)
For α = 0.4264 we estimate numerially the apaity dimension to be
d = 0.337± 0.003 (see gure 6). Sine C-attrator lays in ritial surfae with
innite area one should expet ompliated dynami. Figure 3 shows only one
dimensional relation. It would be interesting to look at the whole basin bound-
ary. We an do this by taking slies of the phase spae (see gure 7).
6 C-attrator
We found C-attrator in this interval of α numerially (gures 8 and 9). The
problem is not trivial beause C-attrator lays in the unstable manifold (two sta-
ble and one unstable diretions). We use straddle-orbit method due to Battelino
et al. [6℄ and H. Nusse and J. Yorke [7℄.
This proedure allows us to pursue the unstable orbit laying in the basin
boundary in priniple forever. It an be viewed as a series of bisetions and
goes as follows. At initial time we hoose two points PA(x = 0) and PB(x =
0) whih lead to dierent attrators A and B and perform bisetion until the
distane between the iterates PA(0) and PB(0) is less a presribed δ. Next we
integrate the equations numerially starting from the urrent PA(0) and PB(0)
until the distane between the trajetories exeeds δ. When this happens at
some time x we stop the integration, assign the points PA(x) and PB(x) as
urrent representatives and repeat the bisetion. Iterating this proedure one
an progressively onstrut a trajetory staying within a distane δ from the
odimension one stable manifold.
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Using straddle-orbit method we found two loops and a sequene of the wind-
ings (gure 10). It is in a way similar to the Lorenz attrator but the nature of
C-attrator is dierent. The standard methods like Lyapunov exponents, test
of the subsequent maxima, Poinaré setions of the attrator do not give good
insight into the problem although behavior of maximal Lyapunov exponent in-
diate the haoti region (see gure 7 in [3℄). The best evidene of haoti
properties provides the autoorrelation funtion whih exhibits a typial beha-
vior (gure 11). It shows that we are able to predit short range behavior of
the system (inside single loops) with good auray but long, deterministi se-
quene of windings is unorrelated. We an show this numerially up to almost
any nite period with help of the symboli dynamis and information theory.
Symbolization
1
allows us to hek periodiity of our solutions, alulate Shan-
non entropy or EMC (Eetive Measure of Complexity given by Grassberger
[8℄) and show sensitivity to initial onditions.
7 The horseshoe-like dynamis
The results presented in previous subsetions are based on numerial alula-
tions. It is well known that haos and fratal strutures ould appear in dynami-
al systems due to the disretization errors [9℄. In order to make ondent that
our result is not a numerial artifat we heked (in the bifuration diagram)
the dependene of the size of haoti windows on mahine preision. We have
performed this alulation with positive result: the size of the haoti windows
does not tend to zero with inreasing mahine preision (gure 12). Unfortu-
nately there is not enough omputational eieny to use more detailed lattie
and estimate the limit.
In summary, we have strong numerial evidene for haos but we need a
qualitative argument. Here enters the horseshoe.
Now, we will show that there is two dimensional setion of the basin bound-
ary whih has a fratal struture.
Let us onsider a two dimensional one to one and ontinuous map M . We
hoose two sets Â and B̂ suh that Â ⊂ A and B̂ ⊂ B where A, B are two basin
sets. Of ourse we have Â ∩ B̂ = ⊘. We hoose a test set I (gray retangle in
gure 13) and iterate M(I). If M(I) and I ross in the way presented in gure
13 we ould say something more about struture of set I (see gure 14). There
are subsets in I whih go to A or B. By D we denote this part of domain for
whih we are not sure where it goes to. The repetition of this proedure will
reveal more and more ompliated struture of the test set. In the limit we will
get a struture similar to a fat Cantor set.
With the help of the Poinaré map we ould redue three dimensional ow
to two dimensional map (Poinaré map is one to one and ontinuous as map
M). Test set and its intersetion satisfying desribed onditions are presented
in gure 15.
1
It will be desribed elsewhere.
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It follows from the foregoing that there is a surfae in the phase spae whose
intersetion with the basin boundary has a fratal struture. This, together
with numerial data implies existene of the haoti solution. We believe the
mathematially rigorous proof an be done by applying the method presented
in [10℄.
8 Route to haos
There is also a parallel desription of the phenomenon presented in the previous
setion whih helps to follow the route to haos in Poinaré piture.
The system (68) has reetion symmetry F → −F so for eah initial value
of c∗ also −c∗ gives ritial solution. We take a slie of the whole phase spae
and we denote byN the map dened by subsequent intersetions of the ow with
the hosen slie. This orresponds to four period two points for small positive α
(intersetion of two loops with the surfae). MapN2 redues four periodi points
to two saddles and gives us proper Poinaré setion. These saddles lay in the
basin boundary. The intersetion of the basin boundary with Poinaré surfae
gives stable manifolds of the saddles for N2. If we hoose Poinaré setion with
F = const, we an use existing symmetries to determine unstable manifolds.
The derivatives W ′, D′ are invariants of the reetion W → −W , D → −D.
It follows from this that stable manifolds under this transformation orrespond
to unstable manifolds (see gure 16). The rossings determine positions of the
saddles. The shapes of the manifolds and positions of the saddles depends on
the parameter α.
For small α, b−orbits have been found analytially (see [3℄).) We know from
this three dimensional analysis that for α → 0 periodi solutions run towards
innity (as we an see in gure 2) and their period shrinks to zero. That means
in terms of the Poinaré piture that the distane between saddles is unbounded
for α→ 0.
If we go in the opposite diretion (growing α) the distane between the
unstable manifold of the rst saddle and the stable manifold of the seond
saddle dereases. At the bifuration point they ollide (α ≃ 0.426) and the
heterolini intersetion arises (see gure 16). This implies an innite number
of intersetions and a haoti nature of C-attrator. For larger values of α
(α ≃ 0.482) the heterolini intersetion disappears and C-attrator beomes
periodi again.
The bifuration of the basin boundary seems to be dierent from the one
at point desribed for the Henon map. We have observed that manifolds
are deformed just before bifuration point (α = 0.4244, gure 17). Further
investigation is needed to larify this fat.
6
9 Final remarks
The main result of this paper is the qualitative and quantitative argument for
the existene of a haoti solutions of the equations (1-3). We have skipped
the physial bakground but we point out that these equations are redued
Einstein's equations. In addition, haoti solutions separate two generi types
so in this sense they are ritial. As far as we know this is the rst example of
fratal ritial behavior in the ontext of Einstein's equations [11℄.
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Figure 1: The funtionW - the type C solution (periodi). The type A solution
(c = 2.36134), the type B solution (c = 2.36135). All alulations for α = 0.38.
The type A, B solutions follow periodi C-attrator for some time and then run
towards A and B attrator.
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Figure 2: The bifuration diagram, lattie ∆α = 10−3 i ∆b = 2 · 10−3.
The ritial urve b∗(α) separates type A solutions from type B solutions.
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Figure 3: The bifuration diagram, lattie ∆α = 10−4 i ∆c = 2 · 10−4.
The ritial urve c(α) separates type A solutions from type B solutions.
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Figure 4: The bifuration diagram (gure 3) enlarged 1000 times , lattie
∆α = 10−4 and ∆c = 2 · 10−4. The omplex struture of the basin boundary is
visible.
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Figure 5: The bifuration diagram (gure 3) enlarged 200000 times, lattie
∆α = 10−5 i ∆b = 10−6. The omplex struture of the basin boundary is
visible.
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Figure 6: The number of unertain points in the phase spae (for α = 0.4264)
as a funtion of the perturbation parameter ǫ (logarithmi sale). The linear
t gives the slope a = 0.663± 0.003 from whih using (12) and (13) we get the
apaity dimension d = 0.337± 0.003.
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omplex stru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tor in phase spae (W,D,F ) (for F we identify the intervals
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2
+ πk] where k ∈ N), α = 0.43.
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al solution on C-attrator, α = 0.43
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tor
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Figure 11: The orrelation funtion; the omparison of the periodi solution
α = 0.42 with haoti α = 0.43 (only short time orrelation exist).
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Figure 12: The size of haoti window as a funtion of the numerial preision.
Sine the result does not tend to zero with inreasing mahine preision we
believe that the observed haoti behavior is not a numerial artifat.
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Figure 13: Sets: Â, B̂, test set I and M(I) (S-shape). We have: Â ⊂ A and
B̂ ⊂ B where A, B are two basin sets. The horseshoe in the rossing M(I) and
I signals fratal boundary between A and B.
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Figure 14: The struture of the set I determined after 0, 1, 2 iterations of the
map M . The repetitions of this proedure onverge to a part of the boundary
(between basin sets A and B) and will lead to a fat Cantor set in the limit.
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Figure 15: The intersetion of the test set I (bounded by straight lines) and
its rst image by Poinaré map. We have plotted in the bakground the basin
boundary (visible as four, almost parallel urves). These urves orrespond to
the stable manifolds of the periodi points. The rst iteration of the test set I
orresponds to the unstable manifolds. We observe horseshoe as in gure 13.
This is a rst approximation of the heterolini intersetion (gure 16).
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Figure 16: Two saddles and the 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lini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Figure 17: The bifuration of the basin boundary, F=1.0. The strong deforma-
tion is observed (α = 0.4244) before a haoti behavior appears (α ≃ 0.426).
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